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UltraBac Warp for Windows is a backup and
disaster recovery application designed for
end-users with minimal technical knowledge or
experience in mind. The software is simple to
install and, with an easy three step backup and
restore process, literally anyone can be their
own backup administrator.

THE DIFFERENCE

What makes UltraBac Warp different than the vast majority of other products is its use of continuous data protection (CDP) technology. CDP provides
users with the ability to recover files, folders, and volumes to any required point-in-time. UltraBac Software’s form of CDP is distinctive, as our backup
technology is image-based. Our Continuous Image Protection™, or CIP™, automatically protects all selected volumes rather than specified files or folders.
When employing UltraBac Warp, users never have to worry about placing files into special folders for backup. Best of all, as added protection, the software
provides users with the ability to perform bare metal restores to dissimilar hardware at no extra charge.
SET IT AND FORGET IT

The software works by automatically monitoring disk activity. Every time there is an activity that updates a block on disk, a backup of that block is initiated
either to a local USB hard drive or to a network UNC path. If the UNC path or USB hard drive are interrupted by a machine being disconnected, the
backup will automatically resume operation and catch up when the machine is reconnected. The same is true if a machine is in hibernation or rebooted,
which is often the case with notebook computers.
LOW OVERHEAD

When operating, UltraBac Warp is a low overhead application. When significant activity does occur, the tracking of changed blocks is buffered, meaning
that a user should not see performance declines. During buffering all changes are captured and saved until the backup catches up to real-time.
QUICK RECOVERIES

In the event a file, folder, or volume needs to be recovered, the user can select a point-in-time or can visually identify a point-in-time from a graphical timeline
that shows backup activity. The software then mounts a temporary volume so that drag and drop operations using “My Computer” or “Windows Explorer”
can be performed. When searching for the best time to perform a restore, multiple mounts can be initiated by simply selecting another time.
BOOKMARKS

To take the guesswork out of when a restore should be performed, a “bookmark” can be set making it easy to identify a specific point-in-time. Bookmarks
are displayed on the graphical timeline.
EASE OF USE

UltraBac Warp can back up and restore in as little as three easy steps. To perform a backup: 1. Install the software on your machine. 2. Select partitions
to protect. 3. Select a backup path and click “OK.” To restore a backup: 1. Access the UI and select the restore time. 2. Hit “Enter” to mount a temporary
partition. 3. Drag and drop files & folders, or recover an entire volume. You’re done! Once the required files have been found and recovered, all temporary
mounted volumes can be unmounted by the user through UltraBac Warp, or by using Windows Explorer, and right clicking on the mounted volume.
BARE METAL RESTORES

UltraBac Warp also has the ability to perform Bare Metal Restores (BMR) when the boot and OS partitions are selected for backup. This is an advanced
feature that uses a boot CD/DVD as a temporary operating system from which to boot and perform disaster recovery operations. The software covers all
BMR operations when restored to the same machine type (even larger partitions). An added bonus for users is having to learn only one interface for both
backups and restores, rather than two interfaces as some competitive products require. In addition, UltraBac Warp can restore to dissimilar hardware.
Users will have the ability to back up a machine and then restore it to another, even when the hardware and manufacturer are completely different.
AVAILABLE NOW!

UltraBac Warp for Windows is an ideal backup and disaster recovery application that is both easy to install and use. UltraBac Warp provides 24 hour total
protection by the minute as opposed to a traditional backup that runs once every 24 hours! In addition, the software offers the ability to recover critical data
from any point-in-time, rather than from the single backup that was run some time in the subsequent 24 hour period. Call or email to get your copy today!
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Continuous Image Protection

UltraBac Warp has the ability to create
historical references. This provides users
with quick, easy restores to specified
points in time.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

» Protect one or multiple drives by selecting any combination of volumes on a machine.
» When installing the software, a full image backup of all volumes to be protected is performed. During this time, user activity
can safely continue because every changed block is tracked and subsequently written to the backup path after the full image
backup has completed.
» Continuous Data Protection provides changed block tracking, and the backup continues indefinitely until paused or stopped.
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» If a “hidden” system reserved partition is found during the installation, the partition will be listed without a drive letter;
a user simply needs to click on the box next to it and it will be backed up.
» Bare metal disaster recovery with dissimilar hardware restore capability is included for advanced users.
» Backup and restore the Master Boot Record (MBR) for a complete system recovery.
» Backups take less space on media because only block-level differences are saved, rather than file-level differences
(e.g. if one byte of a 100 GB file is changed only one block is backed up).
» Back up to local disk (attached USB hard drive or internal hard drive that is not protected) or to a shared network resource
(UNC Path).
» Users can insert “bookmarks” to set defined restore points, taking the guesswork out of a potentially required restore (e.g. set a
bookmark before installing a new OS, device drivers, and/or other system software that could potentially destabilize a machine).
» Restores are recovered from any specified point-in-time or via a graphical timeline that shows backup activity and bookmarks.
» Perform drag and drop restores using “My Computer” or “Windows Explorer” to recover individual files, folders, and volumes.
» Backup operation is designed for low user impact, so the software will “catch up” after heavy activity resides.
» Automatic pruning feature that allows users to set parameters to delete backup data as it expires, thereby eliminating the
problem other products have with filling up backup media.
» If a selected point-in-time is incorrect, a user can initiate the mount of additional temporary volumes until exactly the right time is
found to recover the correct files, folders, or volume.
» Automatic resume and update function after a backup path has been disrupted, or disconnected, and then reconnected
(e.g. disconnecting/reconnecting a LAN connection).
» Automatic resume function after hibernation, experiencing a hung system, and reboots.
» Backup & CIP operation can be visually monitored using UltraBac Warp’s built-in graphical chart.
» Advanced users can also run UltraBac Warp via the command line and scripting.
» Desktop tray icon shows backup activity at a glance.
» Backup and restore of unmounted volumes is supported.

SUPPORTED ENVIRONMENTS

» Backups are compressed to save storage space.

» Workstation licensing for XP, Vista, Windows 7 and 8

» Optional built-in industry standard AES Encryption.

» Server licensing for Windows Server 2003, 2003R2,
2008, 2008R2 and 2012
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